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I had a season in my life where I struggled with anxiety. Feeling of panic, heavy breathing, 
losing control, hot and cold sweats, dry throat. I would fixate on one thought and I’d spiral 
downward. Certain situations would send me into a panic. But I got help. Months of counseling 
and therapy and I became a brand new person on the inside. I got the tools to help me 
remember what I was seeing and experiencing weren’t usually real. 
 
When I was anxious, my eyes only saw fear. But once I trained my eyes to see reality in a more 
healthy way, I saw abundance everywhere. I could be healthy, whole and at peace. The world 
wasn’t as scary as I thought it was.  
 
Those experiences led me to ask one question that changed my life:  
 
What if I’m not as weak as I think I am? What if I can do more than I thought possible? 
 
As a church, I invite us to reflect on that question this morning. 
 
Luke 5 summary 

 Jesus at Sea of Galilee - teaching - sees boats (20-30 foot long boats in ancient times) 
 Asks Simon to take him out a bit and he teaches from the boat 
 It’s ironic that Jesus tells Simon to put the boat out and cast his nets - carpenter is telling 

a fisherman how to fish 
 Simon reports they had a rough night and conditions for fishing are not favorable - but 

because Jesus asked, he does it 
 They caught so many fish that their nets started breaking - other boat comes out and 

both start to sink with all the fish 
 Result is success and near disaster at the same time 

 
Scarcity & Abundance 
 

 Imagine standing in a boat with a couple people - peering over one side - with our eyes - 
there isn’t much to see - low resources - there’s never enough 

 What happens when more and more of us gather on the same side?? We might tip over 
- “there isn’t enough” - in the church, in our marriages, time management, parenting, 
health, work, etc 

 It’s easy to get stuck on one side of the boat 
 We operate out of a scarcity mindset - when we’re so focused on how little we think 

we have - it’s difficult to see possible solutions - new ways to do something 
 It gets worse when we all congregate on one side 
 Anxiety kept me focused on an unclear future that I couldn’t control 
 There was abundance all around me and I could not see it - I wasn’t looking for it 
 We settle for empty nets. All the time.  

 
There’s a reason we’ve gotten used to a scarcity mindset 



 Throughout the book of Genesis, there is great abundance - Abraham is blessed and 
creation is praised - then in the 47th chapter, Pharoah dreams there will be a famine in 
the land. So he administers, controls and monopolizes the food supply. Pharoah 
introduces the principle of scarcity into the world economy. For the first time in the Bible, 
someone says, "There's not enough. Let's get everything." 

 I think abundance actually scares us 
 We’ve gotten so used to thinking we don’t have enough, that it’s comforting - it's familiar 

- it’s safe - we may complain - but deep down, it's what we know 
 And as Americans, we have a love affair with “more” so whatever we have is never 

enough - it doesn’t satisfy us  
 We hardly notice our own prosperity or the poverty of so many others 
 In the meantime, it takes a couple brave people (one at a time) to realize there’s another 

side of the boat - there’s another way to see the world - and they could venture over 
there - where Jesus calls us - this is faith 

 As he told Simon, “put out into deep water” - that’s where the good stuff is - beyond what 
you can see in your present situation 

 Because when I focus on what I can do, I’m limited by time, ability, volunteers, 
resources, my humanness...but when we focus on what God can do - there is no limit 

 
We must stop settling for empty nets when Jesus wants to sink our boat with abundance. 
 
So are you a person who sees primarily through a lens of scarcity or abundance? This 
plays out in our relationships with our children and grandchildren, our partners, our co-workers 
and our view of the world. 
 
Right now, this hits home for me in how I think about time. We’re still adjusting to a new place, 
new church, new role, and another child in our family. Aaron and I frequently talk about how we 
don’t have enough time to do the things we have to do, let alone the things we want to do. I 
sense God working on us in how we view our time. I want to look around at my life and see an 
abundance of time for the things we feel called towards, instead of feeling stressed and worried 
about fitting it all in.  
 
Let’s shift to our church for a moment. Does this church see primarily through a lens of scarcity 
or abundance? 
 
When a church looks at their budget, the money they have available to hire staff to coordinate 
ministry, to turn the lights on for a domestic violence support group or to pay for a portable 
building for a clothing ministry, there’s also an interesting dynamic of abundance and scarcity at 
work. We can look at the numbers from last year and grow anxious. Did you know about 55% of 
this church filled out a pledge card last year? That’s 109 families who wrote down an amount 
they could give. That means there’s an opportunity for almost half of our church to fill out a 
pledge card this year for the first time or the first time in a while. So the crazy thing is this. If 
those who haven’t previously filled out a pledge card were to consider doing that this year, we 
might almost double the resources for the dreams God is stirring within us. 
 
We must stop settling for empty nets when Jesus wants to sink our boat with abundance. 
 
I’d like to tell you this morning how Aaron and I approach giving to the church. Early on in our 
ministry, someone taught us about tithing and we saw how our elders grew in this spiritual 
practice. So we decided during seminary to start giving 10% of our income back to God. There 



were months it was easy to write the check. Other months, I remember us talking about which 
set of parents we might need to ask for a small loan to get through a tight spot.  
 
But somewhere in there, we agreed that check would always get written. Now we make sure our 
monthly gift is a recurring credit card transaction because we don’t want to forget to write a 
check in craziness of Sunday mornings. And we’ve found that we’re able to live on 90% of our 
income. Our kids get clothed and fed, we’re able to travel a little, save for the future, buy some 
toys and gadgets and enjoy this life together. And when the plate is passed each Sunday, I 
know the gifts we give are making a difference in this world. And I love that the gifts we give are 
combined with what you give. We are truly creating a community of abundance with what we all 
have been given. 
 
Hear these words from Parker Palmer: “Abundance does not happen automatically. It is created 
when we have the sense to choose community, to come together to celebrate and share our 
common store. Whether the scarce resource is money or love or power or words, the true law of 
life is that we generate more of whatever seems scarce by trusting its supply and passing it 
around. Authentic abundance does not lie in secured stockpiles of food or cash or influence or 
affection but in belonging to a community where we can give those goods to others who need 
them—and receive them from others when we are in need.” 
 
So my friends, as you pray about how you want to be a part of this faith community in the 
coming year, I have an opportunity for us to be part of an act of abundance this week. I invite 
you to bring in a bag of groceries for our Marysville Food Bank. You can bring the bag in and 
put them on carts in the hallway before worship. Our kids will sort and prepare the food during 
worship. Then we’ll offer it to God, along with our pledge cards and our presence at the 
communion table. It will be a meaningful moment as we celebrate the great abundance God has 
placed all around us! 
 


